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Mean alongshore currents have been studied extensively in the surf zone and
on the ,continental shelf. Mean alongshore currents in the surf zone are driven pri-
marily by obliquely incident breakng waves (Whitford and Thornton, 1993 and
references therein), whereas forcing by alongshore wind stress and pressure gradi-
ents are dominant on the shelf (Lentz, 1994 and references therein). Concurrent
observations of currents, waves, and wind were collected for about 3 months on a
16 la-long transect extending from the shoreline to the 26 m isobath (Figure 1)
as par of the Duck94-Coop experiment conducted during Fall 1994 at Duck, NC
(Butman, 1994). Mooring or fied towers supported vertical stacks of fiowmeters at
5 sites in depths between 4 and 26 m and 14 additional fiowmeters were deployed
shorewards of the 4 m isobath. A lightning strike electrocuted some instruments.
Others washed ashore.
Lentz et al. (submitted) show that the bottom drag and acceleration of
vertically averaged alongshore currents at all mooring and tower sites are usually
driven by alongshore wind stress and pressure gradients (Figure 2). An exception
is when the 4-m site is within the surf zone so that breakng-wave driven currents
are strong. The wind and wave forcing often reinforce each other, but occasionally
the alongshore wind and wave forcing have opposite signs. When energetic swell
opposes the wind the mean longshore current changes sign between the 4-m (within
the surf zone) and deeper (seawards of the surf zone) sites (September 22, October
12-16, Figure 2a). The surf zone is narrower with less energetic swell, and similar
current reversals sometimes occur farther shorewards near the crest of the sand bar.
Feddersen et al. (1998) focus on the region shallower than the 8 m isobath
and consider cross-shore integrated alongshore momentum balances that do not re-
quire parameterization of poorly understood processes (eg. lateral mixng and wave
rollers) that may be important to local momentum balances within the surf zone.
Analysis of momentum balances over dierent cross-shore regions shows that in the
surf zone wave forcing domiates forcing by wind and large scale pressure gradients.
Wind stress contributes roughly 1/3 of the forcing shorewards of the 8 m isobath
and the momentum balance over this region closes well (Figure 3). Although the
'surf zone and shelf studies use diferent drag laws (quadratic and liearized, respec-
tively), in each case the drag coeffcient is at least a factor of 3 larger within the surf
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Figue 1: Upper: Cross-shelf instrument transect at Duck, NC. Thick curve is
the seafoor. From Lentz et aL. (submitted). Lower: The landward 0.4 kI of the
transect. A triangle represents a colocated bottom-mounted pressure sensor, current
meter, and sonar altimeter. Bathymetry observed on August 25 (solid curve) and
October 26 (dashed curve) is shown. From Feddersen et al. (1998).
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Figue 2: Time series of the combined alongshelf wind stress rSY and pressure gradi-
ent ôP/ôy forcing (rsy /(Poh) - (ôP/ôY)/Po) and the response (ôv/ôt+ rby /(Poh))
at each mooring site (Po is a reference density, h is the water depth, y and t are the
alongshore and time coordinates, and v is the verticaly averaged mean alongshore
current). The bottom stress rby is estiIated using a liear drag law (rbY = TV where
T is a constant drag coeffcient.) The wave-induced radiation stress ôSXY/ôy is not
included in the forcing. Thus, when a site is withi the sur zone (shaded regions),
discrepancies may be large. Squared correlations (excludig surf zone observations)
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Figure 3: Hourly total forcing (wave + wind, -~1"8 + ro"8", T'Y dx, solid) andPo ~ J, Po
quadratic bottom stress (cf ¡;8'" .( lûlv )- dx, dashed) integrated from the shoreline
to 8-m depth versus time. (x is the cross-shore coordinate, XSm is the coordinate of
the 8 m isobath, cf is a constant drag coeffcient, v is the instantaneous alongshore
velocity, and û is the instantaneous velocity vector). The correlation coeffcient
squared is 0.87. From Feddersen et al. (1998).
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